
  

The Mermaid of Padstow
                Written & performed by Gareth Cooper
A brand new adaptation of the classic Cornish folk-tale, told in the age-old 
storytelling tradition of songs, poetry and beer!

Synopsis
In the prosperous trading port of Padstow, a young man named Tristram Bird is busy 
showing off his new gun. When he wanders down to the beach, he spies a maiden he 
doesn’t know, sitting by a rockpool, combing her golden hair. Immediately bewitched, he 
begs her to marry him. When, however, she refuses, he grows angry and shoots her. She 
falls, revealing her mermaid’s tail and, with her dying breath, uses her magic to curse 
Tristram and the town. She creates the dreaded Doombar of Padstow, a bar of sand 
stretching across the river’s mouth which, in the centuries since, has caused hundreds of 
shipwrecks, even to this day.

A Cornish Poem
A'n mor, 'th ov vy gwrys (From the sea I was created)
Dhe'n mor 'th ov dehwelys (To the sea I return)
Saw marnas krygh (Naught but ripples)
Gesys 'dryv dhymm (Left in my wake)
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About Gareth…

 Gareth is an actor, writer, comedian, composer and musician.

In the almost-20-years he's been doing all this, Gareth has written the music and lyrics 
for a West End Musical (The Hunting of the Snark); written and performed in a 
critically-acclaimed, award-winning sketch group (Delete the Banjax); co-adapted a best-
selling children's book for theatre (The Lighthouse Keeper's Lunch); written and 
performed award-winning musical comedy; released an album; toured the UK with 
loads of fantastic theatre companies; played the drums and guitar for several awesome 
bands; voiced animations, adverts, audiobooks and podcasts; and filmed a whole host of 
TV, music videos, short films, commercials, comedy shorts and live performances.

Gareth has an MA in Creative Enterprise from the University of Reading and a BA in 
Acting from Birmingham Conservatoire.

Contact Details…

07929486978
garethcooper1982@hotmail.com
www.coopergareth.weebly.com
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